
Ignatian Sports Reports  

Term: 1 Week: 3 

Mixed Sport 

Sport Comments 

Athletics 

A small but dedicated group of athletes headed out to compete in Interclub 9 on Saturday. Eva DiIulio placed 3rd in the 200m hurdles against 
much older athletes. Daniel Stark worked hard off a new take off to record a triple jump distance of 8.35m. Tiana Cetta continued to show great 
improvement winning the 3000m in 11.24 and following that with a 2.42 800m and a 6.43m Triple Jump performance. Harry Whitford continues 
on his way back to full form as he raced a brilliantly tactical 800m, coming home strongly in 2.00.01. 

Swimming 

Week 3 saw a strong team turn out against Saint Peter’s Boys, Concordia and Pulteney, with a great deal of depth in our athletes. Sophie 
Healy, Isabella Sedgmen and Juliet Mazur definitely showed the boys from Saints a lesson. We performed well in the relays, and managed to 
come home second on the day! Well done to all. Next week we return to Saints to face Trinity and Rostrevor.  
Final Scores: 
SPSC 384 
SIC 243 
CC 215 
PGS 161 

Girls Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Basketball  Senior B Joyce Laroza MMC 1 
SIC 12 def. by MMC 
20 

A wonderful neck-to-neck first game for our Ignatius girls against Mary MacKillop. After a 
long break our girls were able to maintain a strong defence throughout the entirety of the 
game managing to keep MacKillop’s score to a minimum. Although some challenges in the 
offence the girls were able to endure and keep the scores close. A special mention to 
Ashleigh Miller for putting up some great shots and Carla Moffa and Tayla Moffa for 
fantastic teamwork in defence. 

Basketball  Senior C 
Antony 
Cameron 

SAC 2 SIC def. by SAC 

A great effort by the girls in their first game for the season. They played with great 
enthusiasm and spirit but were challenged by a more experienced Aloysius team. Our first 
game highlighted some strengths in our team such as our height and depth, while 
spending some time on our spacing and play style will help to take advantage of these 
strengths.   



Best players: Sarah Larter-Conway, Marietta Lalidis 

Basketball  Middle B Matt Gordon Kildare 1 
SIC 30 def. Kildare 
29 

Such an exciting and enjoyable first game back for the girls with a nail-biting finish! We 
were able to stay focused the whole game and showed huge improvement from last year. 
Let’s hope we can continue to improve our abilities and become a very competitive side! 

Tennis Senior B4 Fr Gill SJ Cabra 2 
SIC 31 games def. 
Cabra 27 games 

Despite the wind and the drizzle, Saint Ignatius girls, through excellent teamwork and 
drive, brought in an overall win against a strong and older opposing team. Almost all 
games had close finishes. Both sides displayed exceptional sportsmanship and it was great 
to see both teams intermingling between games. Well done. 
Best Players: Megan & Amelia withstood a strong opposition and took their doubles game 
to a tiebreaker. 

Tennis Junior B1 Miss Maiese Loreto 1 
SIC 6-36 def. Loreto 
0-19 

Girls played amazing for our first game back! In all our games we did not start off great, 
but our come backs shocked the opposition and we won all our games in both singles and 
doubles! Excellent sportsmanship also, in supporting and helping new players in the 
oppositions team. 
Best Players: Best player was Danielle. Danielle played a very close match both in her 
doubles and singles but never gave up. Danielle also did several great rallies 

Tennis Junior C1 Alexia Surace SHC 1 
SIC 3-25 def. by 
SHC 3-28 

The girls arrived to the game energised and ready to get straight into it. Keira and Emily F 
showcased their communication skills in their doubles game, which created a flow 
throughout their rallies. Mia and Emily G played their first doubles game together and 
showed what a great pair they make. Finally, Malak and Zara worked hard on their singles 
games with some great rallies and great improvement in their serves. Well done girls!  
Best players: Malak and Keira 

Tennis Junior C2 Yasmin Luu SMC 
SIC 2-20 def. by 
SMC 4-28 

The score does not reflect the girls’ efforts, as there were many close games which came 
down to deuces. Unfortunately, the more experienced St Michael’s were able to clinch the 
win. Despite the result, the girls should be commended for their perseverance. They 
chased down each ball and were strategic in their ball placement challenging St Michael’s 
to fight for each point. I am very excited to see what the season will bring! 
Best Players: Ruby Lehmann for winning the first ever game of tennis she has played and 
constantly challenging her player through her varied shot types.    

Touch Middle A Ms Morrish 
Wilderness 
1 

SIC 2 def. by 
Wilderness 12 

The Ignatius girls faced one of the toughest opponents in the draw for their first game, 
coming up against a formidable Wilderness outfit that contained 7 state players. To score 
2 tries against such a strong opposition, 1 in each half, is a highly commendable effort and 
one the girls should be very proud of. What was most pleasing to observe was the 
teamwork and encouragement amongst a group that has not played together before and 
their willingness to receive and implement feedback, resulting in a stronger second half 
and periods of play where they managed to gain the momentum. I am really looking 
forward to working with the team for the remainder of the season, as they showed such 
great potential and positive attitude in their game play and interactions with one another. 
Tries: Hannah McBain 1, Meg Popping 1 



Best Players: Isabella Sedgmen, Meg Popping 

Touch Middle C1 
Neve Ingram & 
Francesca Cehic 

SDPC 1 
SIC 3 def. by SDPC 
7 

A good first match for the girls today with Claire, Chloe Whiteman and Jinni scoring great 
tries and taking advantage of gaps in the field. We will work on our defence and sliding at 
training for the next game and would just encourage the girls to talk to each other more 
on the field. Overall a fantastic effort for many of the girls first ever touch game.  
Best players: Claire and Chloe Whiteman 

Volleyball Senior A Mr R Passaniti  SDPC 2 
SIC 1-58 def. SDPC 
1-56 

It doesn’t get much closer than this and goes to show that every point is important. After a 
slow start, we took the first set 25-17. The second set was very tight and after reaching set 
point first, some misplaced shots resulted in us going down 24-25. The match ended 
before the third set could be completed, resulting in the nail-biting finish. Sophie van der 
Heuval, Grace Atkinson and Sara Sha played solidly in their debut game for the A’s, 
especially when returning serve and digging to front court players. Abby Stacey was 
valuable at the net and in the back court, Emily Kimber was ever reliable in all positions 
and Jasmine Do helped to control the game on our side of the net with some excellent 
setting and attaching shots. The team will continue to improve with more practice and as 
they get used to playing together. 

Volleyball Senior B Ms L Depoi MMC 1 
SIC 1-61 def. by 
MMC 2-66 

This was a very good start to the season with the team demonstrating some very sound 
skills. Unfortunately the opposition was more consistent at making better decisions on ball 
placement around the court. 
Best players Ariana, Amelie and Maria. 

Volleyball Senior C1 Mr P Zubreckyj Cardijn 1 
SIC 0 sets def. by 
Cardijn 2 sets 

Scores: 17-25, 11-25, 17-18 
Excellent serving kept us in the game against a very organised opponent. 
As the girls develop their skills and utilise three passes more effectively, they will become 
more competitive. Special mention to Hannah Watters, who did well in her first ever 
game. 

Volleyball Senior C2 Lauren Baso  SAC 4 
SIC 1-64 def. by 
SAC 2-72 

In an exciting and close first match, the girls settled quickly and with their high quality 
serving, managed to secure a tight 25-22 first set win. Going from a completely serve 
dominated first set, to a second that consisted of genuine game play and more rallies, the 
girls lost their confidence and structure which allowed a more composed SAC to claim the 
second set 25-17. A slow start to the third set gave SAC the early advantage, however, the 
girls united displaying great teamwork and determination. Their enthusiasm was high, and 
the girls were set for a mighty come back, but unfortunately couldn’t convert a serving 
opportunity to save set point and narrowly lost the final set 25-23. Each of the girls should 
be congratulated on a promising first game as it is a positive indicator for the rest of the 
season. 

Volleyball Middle B1 
Mr A Stenta / 
Mr A Bauze  

SHC 1 
SIC 0 (sets) def. by 
SHC 4 (sets) 

Although Sacred Heart College walked away with a victory, the match produced a number 
of highlights: excellent serving was evident by all team players, especially Esther Hopkins. 
All of the girls also managed to set up strong attacking shots at the net that made it 
difficult for the opposition to return. There are aspects of the game that need to be 



developed moving forward this season, particularly in regards to calling and 
communication on the court to avoid dropped balls and getting into position for the 
return of balls from the opponent. Overall, not a bad start considering it’s their first game 
together - the rest of this season will give the girls the opportunity to play to their 
strengths and to gel nicely as a team.   
Best player: Gabriella Picariello 

Volleyball Middle C2 Lauren Schell SIC C2 
SIC C2 0 (sets) def. 
by SIC C1 4 (sets) 

This week the girls started off a bit nervous being that it was their first game of the season 
but their confidence grew as the game progressed. Their encouragement of each other 
was very good to see on court with their teamwork skills shining through. Although we 
lost this week, there are many positives that can be taken out of today’s game including 
an improvement in serving from all team members and good back up on court. Good try 
girls, looking forward to next week! 

Volleyball Middle C3 Jenna McClure  Mercedes 2 
SIC 3 (sets) def. 
Mercedes 1 (set) 

The Middle C2 girls volleyball team versed our Intercol rivals Mercedes College to start the 
volleyball season off. For most of the girls, it was their first ever volleyball game. Some 
nerves were in the air, but with positivity from all girls, everyone was excited to get 
started. I was very impressed with the commitment, energy and attitude shown by each 
player.    Some amazing serving and team play was on display throughout the game. While 
Mercedes had a height advantage, the combined skill from our team managed to secure 
us our first win of the season winning all sets! Well done girls!  
Best players: Sarah Scalzi and Monique Varricchio 

Water Polo Senior A Olivia Bradley St Peters SIC 7 def. SPSC 5 

A physical game to get the season underway.  The girls worked hard on getting the ball 
into attack, with Tahlia displaying dominance in her play to get many shots into goal. Our 
pressure in defence and our efforts to be a physical presence and goal side of the ball, 
held off the opposition.  Jess Fedczszyn in her first game as goalie for the As did a sterling 
job in saving many of their attempts. 
Goals: Tahlia 6, Alex Hinton 1 

Water Polo Senior B1 Olivia Bradley Loreto 1 SIC 4 def. Loreto 3 

A terrific first game for the Senior Bs.  As the game progressed we were more aware of our 
role in defence, being physical and goal side, and this reduced the opposition attempts at 
goal.  We swam hard to get forward of the play and Jess Rice was able to make 4 
successful shots on goal.  In coming weeks the aim is to look at our set up in attack and 
how best to continue to maximise opportunities in attack.  A great team effort. 
Goals: Jess Rice 4 

Water Polo Middle C Sophie Beard Loreto 1 SIC 9 def. Loreto 4 

A promising win against Loreto for our first game ever! The girls showed true skill by being 
able to adapt to a new game and take on feedback as the match progressed. Our attack 
was very strong with some excellent goals and turnovers. Our swimmers were hard to 
beat, whilst our two goalkeepers showed courage in goals. I can’t wait to see how the girls 
progress with their skills and gameplay over the upcoming season! 

 



Boys Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Badminton Open B Jesse Richter Blackfriars 
SIC 23 def. 
Blackfriars 12 

In what could only be described as a comprehensive victory the Open Boys 
Badminton overwhelmed Blackfriars 23 sets to 12. After splitting doubles, the boys 
regrouped to win 9 of the 11 singles.   
 
Success in Badminton often results from a strong Number 1 and 2, and thankfully 
this team has one of the most talented opening doubles in the competition with 
Darrius Ong and Tarun Jacob. Darrius and Tarun romped through their doubles 21-
6 and 21-8 and continued that form into singles wining 21-7 and 21-8(Darrius) and 
21-10 and 21-16(Jacob).  
 
However, success at the top does not always enable a team victory but this team 
has talent all the way to number 11, as evident by the rest of the results: 
Achintya Garg 21-8 and 21-16,  
Dan Tran 21-18, 11-21 and 21-17,  
Joe Mediati 21-12 and 21-5,  
Carl Apolloni 24-26, 24-22 and 23-21,  
David Cooper 22-20, 21-15 then 13-21, 22-20 and 8-21,  
Khai Dinh 21-10, 15-21 and 21-18,  
Quan Dinh 8-21 and 12-21,  
Anthony Nguyen 20-22 and 15-21. 

Badminton Open C Red Zac Chong SIC Blue 

SIC Blue 
(7/15/434) def. 
SIC Red 
(5/10/143)  

An evenly matched team against the Ignatius’ Open C Blue, with both teams 
playing in the same badminton division. Overall solid effort from the Open C Red 
players and with more games to come, we will surely improve as the trainings go 
by.  
Best Players: Wian and Aaron 

Badminton Open C Blue Austin Waugh SIC Red 

SIC Blue 
(7/15/434) def. 
SIC Red 
(5/10/143) 

A very close affair that resulted in a rejuvenated year 10 side edging out the win on 
Saturday. The singles matches were tied and the result was determined on doubles 
matches. A great start to the badminton season, as every player was able to get in 
some good practice for the future matches.  
 
Open C Blue MVP: Alan Huynh & Sagar Hubli 

Badminton Middle B Green Mr Stevens NMHS 
SIC 4 games def. 
by NMHS 19 

This was a fantastic start to the season in which there was a high standard of 
Badminton played throughout. Despite losing the overall tally the games were 
close and the result could have easily gone the other way. 



Best Players: Fernando Osborn won both singles and doubles, Lachlan Stevens  
won his doubles and continues to show excellent improvement. Jason Wang 
showed outstanding skills and quick reflexes and Nicholas Jaksa played very well. 

Tennis Drive A Mr Martin St Peters 
SIC 0 sets def. by 
SPSC 9 sets 

We really struggled to make an impact in many of our games. There was no doubt 
about our commitment just that the opposition were very good. 

Tennis Senior A1 Franco Chitti Pulteney 
SIC 46 (games) 
def. Pulteney 10 
(games) 

The senior A tennis side started off their season in excellent form in a convincing 
win over pulteny, losing only one set. Everyone should be proud of their efforts on 
Saturday morning and hopefully we can continue this form in upcoming games. 
Special mentions go to Seb Coffey and Andres Briscano for winning both their 
singles and doubles match 6-0, not dropping a game. Lachlan Gormlie won his tight 
battle, winning 6-4. 

Tennis Senior B1 Mr Di-Nino St Peters 2 
SIC 8 sets def. 
SPSC 6 sets 

Although we tied 4-4 in our singles, there was excellent team chemistry in the 
doubles partners and the boys were able to win every doubles match. Damiano 
and Tony played particularly well together, winning their doubles match 6-1. 

Tennis Senior B2 
Blake Ferraro 
& Mr Boria 

Immanuel 
SIC 0 (sets) def. by 
Immanuel 8 (sets) 

Last Saturday, our tennis player from B1 played their first game of the season 
against Immanuel College. It was a challenging game with long-lasting matches and 
strong responses from the opposition. Unfortunately, our players did not manage 
to secure any victories. Special thanks to Sam Beltrame who played singles twice. 

Tennis Middle A1 Red Blacke Ferraro Pulteney 
SIC 9-54 def. 
Pulteney 0-14 

Doubles: 
1. Ben and Harry  6-3  Win 
2. Anton and Christian M  6-3  Win 
3. Michael and Christian A  6-1  Win  
 
Singles: 
1. Ben  6-1  Win 
2. Harry  6-1  Win 
3. Anton  6-4  Win 
4. Christian M  6-0  Win  
5. Michael  6-1  Win  
6. Christian A  6-0  Win 
 
The first game of the year saw us matching up against Pulteney. Playing away on 
the synthetic courts caused a few problems at the start but I’m proud of the way 
the boys adapted to the conditions and put on a very strong performance against 
our opponents, winning every match. This shows good promise for the rest of the 
year and the boys should be proud of the way they played this week.  
Best: Ben, Harry, Christian M 

Tennis Middle A1 Blue Seb Flock PAC 
SIC 6-42 def. PAC 
3-32 

Up against a traditionally strong PAC team, the Middle A1 Gold boys started out 
with high levels of confidence. A solid win by Gabe and Emmanuel at #1 doubles 



started off the morning well. After trailing the visitor 2 matches to 1 after the 
doubles, the great fight and work ethic from the boys allowed the team to win 5 
out of 6 singles, and ultimately win the tie. A special mention must go to Louis 
Whitford, who stayed composed and played a very high quality game right through 
to the end, where he won in a thrilling tiebreak. Well done boys! 

Tennis Middle B2 Jack Sexton Concordia SIC def. Concordia 
The first game of the season commenced at Concordia. The boys demonstrated 
their abilities in a convincing win. Special mention goes towards Hugo and Oliver 
with their strong individual performances as well as Alessio in his win.   

Tennis Middle C White 
Saatvik 
Rudrapatna 

Gleeson 
SIC 5 sets def. by 
Gleeson 7 sets 

Gleeson college initially started strong, winning all but one of the doubles matches. 
However, Charlie Papps, Alessandro Miotto and Xander Shekhar led a late surge to 
put Ignatius into the lead at 4 matches to 3. Unfortunately, tough competition saw 
the Ignatius team to fall in a thrilling final tiebreaker featuring Gintas Pocius. A 
special mention must also go to Aidan Munn, whose singles match enjoyed 30 shot 
rallies and a comeback from 5-2 down to an unlucky loss of 6-4 against club level 
competition. Overall a brilliant effort in their first match by Ignatius’ middle C1 
white team. 

Tennis Primary B1 Mr Sturgeon Concordia 
SIC 4 sets def. by 
Concordia 7 sets 

The Year 7 B1 Tennis team started the year with an away game at Concordia. Both 
teams had a few players that were new to Tennis this season and they all 
demonstrated perseverance and were open to develop their skills in a competition 
environment. Well done to all the players. Well done to Stephen Dantalis for the 
doubles win, with Henry, and his hard fought singles win in a Tie-break. 

Tennis Primary B2 Franco Chitti St Pauls 
SIC def. by St 
Pauls 

First game of the season commenced on Friday where Saint Ignatius took on Saint 
Paul’s. Despite losing, it was a great start to the season with many competitive 
games. Special mention to Tomohiro for playing 2 singles due to numbers and Josh 
was also strong in both of his victories. 

Volleyball Senior A2 Mr Harben Scotch 
SIC 1 set def. by 
Scotch 2 

 

Volleyball Senior B1 Red Mr Moody St Peters 
SIC 2 (sets) def. by 
SPSC 0 (sets) 

Despite never competing together as a team before, It was pleasing to see the boys 
playing so well as a team. It was always playing "catch up" in their first game of the 
season, trying to score a win from behind. However in the second game, the boys 
played with greater determination, leading by 8 points at one stage of the game. 
But, alas, the opposition came from behind to win a nail bitting game 26-24. All 
boys contributed positively at various times of the afternoon, with either great 
serves, set plays, blocks or winning spikes throughout the 2 games played. It is 
important that when in front, the boys keep their composure and play to their 
strengths. 

Volleyball Senior B1 Blue Mr Lodge Rostrevor 
SIC 1 def. by 
Rostrevor 2 

The Senior B1 Blue volleyball team started the year with a very close loss at 
Rostrevor. The team fought back from a set down to win the second set, but 
unfortunately could not keep up the high standard for the third and lost to a well 



organised Rostrevor team. A very big thank you to the three new players who 
made up the numbers to ensure we could put out a team. Well done to all the 
players. 

Volleyball Senior B2 Green Lauren Schell SIC Yellow 
SIC Green (60) 
def. by SIC Yellow 
(67) 

The boys started off the game really well, getting a few points in a row and working 
together as a team. This led to them winning the first set by a considerable margin. 
During the second set our cohesion as a team unit started to wear off causing the 
other SIC to win a few points in a row and narrowly winning the second set. During 
the last set unfortunately the opposition got the better of us, weakening our team 
cohesion and energy on court. Overall the boys played well and their teamwork 
skills could be seen whilst on court. Looking forward to next week boys! 

Volleyball Senior B2 Yellow Mr Uren SIC Green 
SIC Yellow 2 def. 
SIC Green 1 

After losing the first set the team fought back with determination and teamwork to 
win the next two sets. Positioning on the court and gaining a good first serve were 
two elements that the boys worked hard with during the match. 

Volleyball Senior C1 Blue Mr Wentzel Pulteney 
SIC 1 def. by 
Pulteney 2 

The team met with excitement before the game in Pulteney’s ice cube-inspired 
gymnasium. Having not trained together as group of 6 it was good to run some 
drills as a team whilst sizing up the intimidating 10-man opposition. Once the game 
begun we were buoyed by our ability to match them with 3 close games. Our 
serving was a strong skill, with a number of boys having a run of service. Pietro’s 
on-court leadership and support was strong. A swift ability from all players to take 
on coaching advice was positive to see. Overall, it was a very reassuring start to the 
season. 

Volleyball Senior C1 Gold 
Mr 
Murphy/Lucas 

Pembroke 
SIC 1 set def. by 
Pembroke 2 sets 

First game 13-25 
All team members were new to Volleyball.  Understandably the boys were nervous 
and initially hesitant.  After the initial onslaught and a judicious time out, the team 
steadied and began to win points.  
Second game 16-25 
All became more confident and took responsibility when required. 
 Third game 25-23 
Always in front, especially with the thirst 20 points played.  Most commendable. 

Volleyball Senior C1 White Matt Gordon SIC C1 Black 
SIC White 3 sets 
def. SIC Black 0 
sets 

The boys played well for their first game back against a fellow Ignatius team. 
Strong signs for the future and I’m sure we are going to have a successful season. 

Volleyball Senior C1 Black 
Will Britten-
Jones 

SIC C1 White 
SIC Black 0 (sets) 
def. by SIC White 
3 (sets) 

A tough night for our boys going down convincingly. We progressively improved as 
the game went on - as demonstrated in the set scores - which was a positive sign. It 
is clear that with more training together and some skill refinement, the boys’ 
performance will improve.  
 
Scores : 3-0 (25-14) (25-18) (25-21) 



Volleyball Middle B1 Blue Matt Griffin Pulteney SIC def. Pulteney 

The Middle B1 Blue boys came up against a strong, highly structured Pultney outfit. 
The narrative of the first set revolved around the big-men and high-flyers, namely; 
Ashton Rinaldo, Chris Bcharrani, Isaac Cronin, and Mateo Radisic; all of whom 
provided strong offensive and defensive skills up at the net. Some outstanding 
serving from Marcus Ottaway brought the team into the second set with 
momentum. As standards from the opposition improved the designated small men; 
Luke Stacey, Brodie Briscoe, and Aiden Gallagher came into their element with 
accurate setting and digging leading to vicious offense up at the net, thus leading 
to a victorious second set and match. 
 
Best: Marcus Ottaway, Mateo Radisic, Aiden Gallagher 

Volleyball Middle B1 Red Mr Fazzini Pedare 1 
SIC 3-75 def. 
Pedare 0-28 

What a fantastic start to the season. The boys completely dominated the 
opposition resulting in an extremely convincing victory. They played as a team and 
not as individuals resulting in some excellent setting and finishing. All six boys 
(Angelo, Cody, Francesco L, Francesco M, Noah and Nick) played well and will only 
get better with more matches and practice under their belts. An extremely 
impressive match especially considering none of the boys have played competitive 
volleyball before. 

Volleyball Middle B2 Lauren Baso Pulteney 
SIC 1-52 def. by 
Pulteney 2-62 

In a thrilling season opener, the boys got off to a fast and enthusiastic start winning 
the first set 25-22. However, unforced errors and wavering focus saw a more 
structured and composed Pulteney take the second set 25-15. Due to time 
constraints, the third set played to only 15 points. An unideal and slow start to this 
final set saw Pulteney take an early 6-1 lead, however, the boys were noticeably 
more settled and willing to step up and challenge their older opponents. Despite 
showing great maturity and fighting spirit, the boys narrowly missed victory losing 
the set 15-12. The team showed great potential for the upcoming weeks and all of 
the boys should be recognised and commended on such an encouraging first game. 

Water Polo Open B 
Millie Lewis & 
Olivia Bradley 

PAC 1 SIC 12 def. PAC 1 
The Open Bs won against PAC 1 with a score of 12-1. Best player was Lucas. Harsha 
scored an excellent back-hand goal. The team effort was impressive. 

Water Polo Open C Olivia Bradley PAC 1 SIC 4 def. PAC 3 
The Open Cs won 4-3 against PAC. Ollie played an excellent game in goals as a fill 
in. Oscar played well in centre back. Good effort all round by all team members 

Water Polo Middle A Nat Swan Rostrevor 
SIC 11 def. 
Rostrevor 6 

A great first game of the season for the boys. After conceding the first goal of the 
game, the team regrouped at quarter time and focussed on a more team oriented 
defence coming out in the second quarter. Hugh was dominant in centre forward 
and Brae was instrumental in defence, as well as some great saves by Tom 
Kavanagh.  
Best Players: Brae Rawnsley 

Water Polo Middle B1 Kai Peters St Peters 1 SIC 10 def. SPSC 6 
This was a very competitive match for the Middle B1 team (year 8 boys) against St 
Peters. Fortunately, we were able to pull ahead in the last half. Through the match, 



Seb played a great offensive game and Angus was persistent in defence. It was a 
good first game from Nick and Christian, with great goals from Jim and Max. 
Goals: Gus 1, Seb 6, Max 1, Jim 1, Christian 1 

Water Polo Middle B2 
Kai Peters & 
Jasmine 
Crosby 

SHC 
SIC 3 def. by SHC 
22 

This was a very difficult match for the young year 7 team against a stronger, older, 
more experienced team. It was a really good effort all round. Leo got his first goal 
and Finley and Alex played a solid game. We also managed to save a couple goals 
with Adam as goalkeeper. 
Goals: Gus 1, Leo 1, Jack 1 

 

 


